PLANT
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“Although anthropomorphism offers a chance to connect with other
species, it is not always easy to find a connection with them.
But as a canvas for anthropomorphic projections, the plant mode
of existence remains invisible because it is tied to
personal narratives, tastes and social values.”
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GROSS / PLANT SONIFICATION

Fig. 1: Sound installation Mutual Resonance in Naturgarten Wehlen, © Svetlana Lopato.

I am standing in the Naturgarten (nature

most cases they are barely perceived by

garden) of Wehlen, a small town in the

human existence. The botanists James

middle of the Saxon Switzerland area

Wandersee and Elizabeth Schussler call

in Germany. It clicks, beeps, vibrates,

this phenomenon “plant blindness, an

drones and tones down the steep slopes

extremely prevalent condition characte-

to the banks of the river Elbe. I can hear

rized by the inability to see or notice the

clicks and beeps, thudding and vibrating

plants in one’s immediate environment.”1

tones resonating down the steep slopes to

Plants are regarded as passive and in-

the banks of the river Elbe. Varied rhythms

sensitive beings, which are outside of

and modulations of frequencies and am-

moral consideration. As human aggres-

plitudes unfold to an atmospheric sound-

sion against nature continues, a more et-

scape over time. The sound is generated

hical attitude towards plants is required,

by plants, more precisely their stoma-

demands Mathew Hall in his book Plants

tal conductivity. This medial process is

as Persons.2 He considers human ana-

called plant sonification.
Plants are the most common life form
on our planet. They form the majority of
our visible biomass and the basis of ecosystems. Despite their omnipresence, in
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1 James Wandersee and Elisabeth Schussler, Preventing plant
blindness. The American Biology Teacher 61 (1999), pp. 82–86,
here 82.
2 Mathew Hall, Plants as Persons. A Philosophical Botany (New
York 2011).
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esthesia in relation to the plant kingdom

ferences.6 The medial translations and

to be founded in Western epistemology,

artistic representations of plant other-

which is characterised by separation, ex-

ness in sound or music can be described

clusion and hierarchy.

as an ecological practice and thus raise

Human ignorance of the plant life can

important ethical considerations. I am

be overcome through participatory art

interested in the concrete practice that

that includes plants as actors and their

appears as êthos (ἦθος). An ethos always

acoustic media aesthetics.3 The element

operates in the passages, border zones

of interactivity that these plant sonifying

and transitions, in short: the interspaces.

systems allow between the public and

For a media-ecological approach, the

the flora phenomenalises plant reactions

turn towards practice is central and is

to environmental stimuli almost in real

described by the Belgian philosopher

time. In the process of plant sonification,

Isabelle Stengers as a “matter of prag-

bioacoustic signals, fluid oscillations,

matic ethos.”7 With “Ecology of Practice,”

chemical fluctuations and other “modu-

she describes a tool of thinking through

lating structures”4 of the vegetative in-

practice.8 According to her, ecological

fosphere are made rhythmic and audib-

thinking aims to explore and brings into

le. Although hearing as an aestheticising

play new ways of judging and new mea-

mode of knowledge production is usu-

nings in the production of values. But

ally still underestimated in media stu-

these values, ways of judging and mea-

dies discourses, this mode proves to be

nings do not go beyond the respective

extremely productive within the frame-

situation and do not constitute a truth

work of a media aesthetic informed by

that has finally become comprehensible.

signal science. In this sense, the mono-

They only serve and lead to the creation

poly of viewing must be complemented

of new additional relations in a situation

by a cultivation of hearing. Only minimal

already constituted by manifold referen-

differences in voltage need to be trans-

ces.9 Because a practice is constitutively

lated into acoustics and conveyed to the

dependent on its respective milieu, sto-

ear as modulations of pitch and frequen-

ries of use have to be told that are locally

cy in order to address human beings as

and situationally bound and can accor-

5

hearers of otherwise imperceptible dif6 Stefan Rieger, Schaltungen. Das Unbewusste des Menschen
und der Medien, in: Die Adresse des Mediums, ed. Gabriele
3 Susan Jacobson et al., Promoting conservation through the
arts: Outreach for hearts and minds. Conservation Biology 21
(2006), pp. 7–10.
4 Gilbert Simondon, Die Existenzweise Technischer Objekte [1958]
(Zurich 2012), p. 45.
5 On the subject of the knowing and learned ear in general: Andi

Schabacher, Eckhard Schumacher and Stefan Andriopoulos
(Cologne 2001), pp. 253–275, here 268.
7 Isabelle Stengers, An ecology of practices. Cultural Studies
Review 11 (2005), pp. 183–196, here 188.
8 “What I call an ecology of practise is a tool for thinking through
what is happening [...].” Ibid., p. 185.

Schoon, Das geschulte Ohr. Eine Kulturgeschichte der Sonifikation

9 Isabelle Stengers, Ökologien. Zeitschrift für Kulturwissenschaft

(Bielefeld 2012).

2 (2009), 29–34, here p. 29.
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dingly vary from context to context.10

nals become visible.11 “Certain signals,” as

Each material and situation challen-

the science historian Hans-Jörg Rhein-

ges and promotes a different, particular

berger puts it, can be reproduced by ex-

handling; the context in turn influences

perimental systems, i.e. mostly made

the situation and the material.

visible or audible. But without interven-

With the following consideration I do

tion, disassembly, listening, recording

not want to sketch a master narrative,

and playback, without media epistemo-

but a tableau of experimental settings

logical “reverse engineering”12 and the

based on selected auditory media aes-

accompanying design of an own, aes-

thetics, which include plants as actors in

theticising experimental system, media

their interface. I understand the design

processes, which partly undermine hu-

and functioning of these interfaces as

man perception, cannot be understood,

experimental settings in which the re-

theorised or historicised. Thus, I will de-

lationship between the different human,

scribe my artistic experimental system

technical actors, plant actors and pro-

for plant sonification phenomenological-

cess levels – i.e. between the respective

ly and provide characteristics of a possi-

hardware and software, the APIs as well

ble media ecology.

as aesthetic and vegetative processes –
are modulated and updated. However,
the attempt to apply speechless, blind
but not deaf ways of accessing flora and

Clicking

its vitality goes beyond the analysis of

Earlier this year, when a fellow cultural

instrumental transmission and requires

manager asked me if I knew anyone who

syntheses that cultivate a sensitivity for

was involved in plant sonification, I went

its mediality. Auditive, signal-based aes-

on a search and found the MIDI Sprout.13

theticisations always play a central role

This project is not only about making

in the manifold translation and negotia-

trance music with plants; a philosophi-

tion processes that occur in experimen-

cal message is at the centre of the tech-

tal systems – be it those of the natural

nical development. Sam Cusumano, the

sciences or those of the arts or pop cul-

developer of Data Garden,14 explains that

tures. An experimental system in which
a scientific object slowly takes shape

11 Hans-Jörg Rheinberger, Experiment. Differenz. Schrift. Zur

in the sense that certain signals can be

Geschichte Epistemischer Dinge (Marburg/Lahn 1992), p. 27.

handled reproducibly must simultane-

12 Wolfgang Ernst, Media Archaeography. Method and machine

ously open windows in which new sig-

versus history and narrative of media, in: Media Archaeology.
Approaches, Applications and Implications, ed. Erkki Huhtamo and
Jussi Parikka (Berkeley, CA 2011), pp. 239–255, here 239.
13 MIDI Sprout, https://www.midisprout.com/, access: March

10 “That is, you need to decide in this particular case and not

15, 2020.

to obey the power of some more general reason.” Stengers, An

14 Data Garden, https://www.datagarden.org/, access: March

Ecology of Practices, p. 188.

15, 2020.
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Fig. 2: Prototype for plant sonification, © Katharina Groß.

he cannot help but to become existential
when he thinks about how plants react
to human presence.15 I too was fascina-

Fig. 3: Sound installation Mutual Resonance in home garden,
© Katharina Groß.

ted by the strange science and ‘magical nature’ of the project. It is precisely

out the measured data sets and transla-

this magic that enables an experience

tes them into MIDI notes, tone velocity

with transformative effects, according

and duration, which are interpreted by

to Stengers.16 The effectiveness of ma-

a connected synthesizer. Drought stress

gic is based on the impossibility to tra-

in particular, or the human touch of plant

ce effects to a clear cause or to a single

leaves, changes the stomatal conductan-

subject. Therefore, magic here is to be

ce and thus the musical parameters (fig.

understood primarily as a ‘practice of

3). Together with my team ‘neue raeume;’

not-knowing.’

we enhanced the interface and titled the

17

The open-source licensed project can

project Mutual Resonance.19 In Natur-

be found on GitLab, a version control ma-

garten Wehlen, two electrodes each are

nagement service of (not only) source

stuck to the leaves of a magnolia (Mag-

code. Based on this I developed a first

nolia grandiflora), a rhododendron (Rhododendron maximum) and a beech tree
(Fagus sylvatica). These electrodes are
connected to a 555 timer IC circuit and
register the conductance of the plants.
The technical ensemble works in a very
similar way to a ‘lie detector.’ The polygraph registers changes in the amount of
electricity, for example through perspiration. Nevertheless, it does not indicate
whether the person is actually lying. As

18

prototype for plant sonification (fig. 2).
Its underlying Arduino software reads
15 Emily Logan, Critical Sound Making: #datagarden (2016);
https://sites.temple.edu/tudsc/2016/06/09/critical-sound-makingdatagarden/, access: March 15, 2020.
16 “Protected by the metaphor, we may then express the
experience of an agency that does not belong to us even if
it includes us, but as lured into feeling.” Isabelle Stengers,
Reclaiming Animism. e-flux 36 (2012); https://www.e-flux.com/
journal/36/61245/reclaiming-animism/, access: March 25, 2019.
17 Stengers, An Ecology of Practices, p. 195.
18 MIDI Sprout on GitHub, https://github.com/

19 http://neueraeume.xyz/praesentation-von-mutual-resonance/,

electricityforprogress/MIDIsprout, access: March 20, 2020.

access: September 10, 2020.
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Fig. 4: Cleve Backster using a lie detector on a household philodendro, © Gay Pauley, He tests plants for their fears, anxieties! Salt Lake City
Deseret News (March 27, 1969).

we know, this is rather up to the qualitati-

In the early hours of February 22nd, CIA

ve judgement of the polygrapher. Trans-

Agent Grover Cleveland Backster Jr., who

ferred to the context of plant sonification,

specialised in hypno- and narco-interro-

this means that mechanical, quantitati-

gation, decided to attach his secretary’s

ve or technical procedures always requi-

dragon tree (Dracaena massangeana) to

re a qualitative interpretation by human

the polygraph. Backster wanted to crea-

beings in order to make sense.

te fear in the plant to register changes in

In its temporality as an experiment, the

electrical resistance with the galvano-

technical procedure of my experimental

meter of the polygraph. He thought about

arrangement leads back to the year 1966.

setting some leaves on fire and even be-
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fore he could carry out his idea, the diagram changed in a significant way.
For Backster the implication was as

Sounding

undeniable as it was incredible: The

By the end of the 1950s, reports on the re-

plant would not only have shown fear – it

lationship between plants and music ap-

could also have read his thoughts. Backs-

peared in popular culture with headlines

ter concluded that plants have a kind

such as “Flute Music ‘charms’ plants

of “primary perception,”20 i.e. they feel

into growing bigger, better” or “Silly-loo-

emotions that react to human thoughts

king plants that listen and really care” or

and feelings and can therefore be tech-

“Drooping Plants Revived” by Soothing

nically encoded. Although the so-called

East Indian Music. Although the so-cal-

‘Backster effect’ could not be reproduced

led ‘Music for Plants’ is a small footno-

until today, it had a significant impact on

te in the history of music recording, it

pop culture. Backster’s research inspi-

reflects many misunderstandings and

red Secret Life of Plants, the book with

mainstream perceptions of the plant

which Peter Tompkins and Christopher

world.

21

Bird significantly promoted the ideas of

Thompink

and

Bird’s

publication

sentient plants. Published in 1973, it pre-

also motivated Dorothy Retallack’s mu-

sented a bewitching mix of legitimate

sic-plant experiments. Tested through

plant science, pseudo-experimentation

several series of experiments, she con-

and mystical nature worship that capti-

cluded that plants exposed to classical

vated public opinion at a time when New

and sitar music grow better compared to

Age thinking was seeping into the main-

plants exposed to Led Zeppelin and Jim-

stream.22 In the experiments described

my Hendrix’ Acid Rock.23 The scientific

there, the respective interfaces not only

inadequacies of her experiments have

functioned as their objects, but establis-

been openly criticised.24 Daniel Chamo-

hed experimental configurations (and

vitz also points out that Retallack’s ex-

powerful ‘arrangements’) within the me-

periments mainly open a window to the

dia culture of the time.

cultural-political climate of the 1960s:
seen through the lens of a religious-social conservative, it is assumed that rock
music correlates with antisocial behaviour among young people.25 The alleged23 Dorothy L. Retallack, The Sound of Music and Plants (Santa

20 Cleve Backster, Evidence of a primary perception in plant life.
International Journal of Parapsychology X (1968), pp. 328-348.

Monica 1973)
24 Linda Chalker-Scott, The myth of absolute science; https://

21 Christopher Bird and Peter Tompkins, The Secret Life of Plants

s3.wp.wsu.edu/uploads/sites/403/2015/03/bad-science.pdf,

(New York 1973).

access: September 12, 2020.

22 Arthur Galston, The unscientific method. Natural History 83

25 Daniel Chamovitz, What a Plant Knows. A Field Guide to the

(1974), 18-24.

Senses of Your Garden – and Beyond (Oxford 2012)
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mine this as an epistemological framing.
In the 1970s, records to support plant
growth were found in many US florists’
shops. Their labels promised happy, healthy and fast-growing plants using classical and chamber music standards, but
also electronic melodies, sine waves and
spoken word. For example, Molly Roth’s
record Plant Talk (1976) speaks colourfully to several indoor plants and gives
advice on plant care.26 On his record Mu-

Fig. 5: Flute Music charms plants, Buffalo Evening Post of September 8, 1959.

ly beneficial herbal reaction to classical
music has been used on many occasions
as an ideological tool against youth culture. To this extent, such auditory media

sic to Grow Plants (1970), George Milstein
uses high notes under a Mantovani-like
orchestration, which would improve the
stomatal exchange of oxygen and carbon
dioxide in the leaves of the plants.27 “The
music is sugar coating for the vibrations,”
explains Milstein, “sound vibrations induce the stomata to remain open wider
for longer periods, thus plants take in
more nourishment and grow faster and
sturdier.”28 Music to Grow Plants manifested the human perception of plants
as passive and isolated objects in living
spaces. Although anthropomorphism offers a chance to connect with other species, it is not always easy to find a connection with them.29 But as a canvas for
26 Molly Roth and Jim Bricker, Plant Talk/sound Advice (1976);
https://blog.wfmu.org/freeform/2007/07/365-days-201---.html,
access: September 7, 2020.
27 George Milstein, Dead a specialist in horticulture. The
New York Times (January 3, 1976); https://www.nytimes.

aesthetics exploit the plant kingdom for

com/1976/01/03/archives/dr-george-milstein-dead-a-specialist-in-

moral views. For experimental practice,

horticulture.html, access: Sep 8, 2020.

on the other hand, this means that so-

28 Rebecca Morehouse, Indoor horticulturist feels plants should

cio-cultural and cognitive behavioural

be given music. Watertown Daily Times (December 19, 1970), p. 4.

configurations must be negotiated as an

29 Mung Balding and Kathryn J.H. Williams, Plant blindness

operative network, and their intentions,
discourses and dispositives co-deter-
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and the implications for plant conservation. Conservation Biology
(2016), pp. 1–8, here 5. Literary examples for anthropomorphism
can be found in Lev N. Tolstois, Die Drei Tode (Berlin 1990)
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anthropomorphic projections, the plant

ted and challenged by the principle of in-

mode of existence remains invisible be-

determinacy, is essential for media eco-

cause it is tied to personal narratives,

logical processes.

tastes and social values.

The auditorily amplified cactus became an icon of indeterminate music and

Pulsing

is still played by many artists like Jeph

At the same time, avant-garde practices

Portuguese sound artist João Ricardo

actually began to cultivate sensitivity to

creates full sound landscapes with his

the mediality of the plant kingdom by

Cactus Workestra. Young students follow
his gestural instructions for rhythmically plucking the cactus needles of over
twenty cactuses. But the plants gradually break down during the performance,
so moral scruples are allowed. The role of
the plants in the musical performances
seems to be tied to an objective position
that is subordinate to the agenda of the
musicians.
On the other hand, the relationship between musician and plant is enlivened.
The contact and physical closeness to
the plant kingdom creates intimacy and
knowledge in the musician. As John Ryan
points out, the importance of ‘reaching
for plants’ lies in fostering embodied appreciation and connectedness through
those synaesthetic experiences.32 He
explored the close connection between
body, plants and music practiced with
the leaf music (folded leaf whistle, rubber
leaf music) of the Australian Aboriginal
societies. Ryan describes how leaf music
is an intimate and vital part of Aboriginal
societies’ thinking about the non-human

appropriating the sounding materiality
of plants. The sounds produced by physical contact with plants formed the basis
for musical composition. For this purpose, contact microphones were attached
to the surface of plants in order to amplify their inaudible sound characteristics.
John Cage’s percussion compositions

Child of Tree (1975) and Branches (1976)
are based on the auditory amplification
of cacti and rattles of a poinciana tree.
The plant material promoted that cherished quality of coincidence and indeterminacy in the music. The principle of
indeterminacy allows human existence
not only to take over a factual situation,
but also to determine and evaluate it and
thereby give it meaning. To do this, the
human body must ‘transcend’ its environment.30 Maurice Merleau-Ponty understands transcending as a movement
“in which the subject opens up [to the
world].”31 This opening, which is promoand Roald Dahl, Der Lautforscher, in: Roal Dahl, …und Noch Ein

Jerman, So Percussion, Mark Andre,
Adrienne Adar or Lindsey French. The

Küßchen!, (Hamburg 1976), 120-30.
30 Maurice Merleau-Ponty, Phänomenologie der Wahrnehmung
(Berlin 2011), p. 202.
31 Ibid., p. 185.

32 Robin Ryan, “Not really a musical instrument?” Locating the
gumleaf as acoustic actant and environmental Icon. Societies 3
(2013), pp. 224–241.
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world, and a vehicle for connecting with

mediality thus resembles anything but a

local ‘music trees,’ shrubs and plants.33

free choice, and is instead characterised

The simplicity of the leaf instrument is

by a ponderousness of interlocking and

deceptive compared to the amount of

intertwined ties.

knowledge and practice necessary to

Musical practices that use generative

master it. The nature-oriented society

systems to create sound from vegetative

developed a distinct ability to select and

information attempt to go one step fur-

differentiate the tonal qualities of plant

ther in the process of sensitising audien-

material. This process of sensitisation is

ces to the mediality of plants. Plant soni-

to be understood as a medial act in which

fication was first developed in the early

both – plant and human actors – are both

1970s by the British architect and artist

subject and object at the same time. Both

John Lifton. Lifton created the instal-

unfold in their initially still open struc-

lation Green Music with six plants con-

ture and constitute themselves mutually

nected to an analogue computer and the

in the interaction as subject and object.

measured values fed into a synthesizer.

This oscillating movement is the core of

In 1976 Lifton was invited to San Franci-

the attachment theory, which was most

sco’s Golden Gate Park to develop a per-

advanced by the sociologist Antoine

formance lasting several days together

Hennion. The plant is both the object of

with Richard Lowenberg, Tom Zahuanec

sensitisation and the subject, which is

and Jim Wiseman. In this performance,

what gives rise to sensitisation in the

the acoustic translations of brain waves

Aborigine. The mediality of the situation,

and electrical muscle potentials of six

which means a process of sensitivity or

dancers were mixed with plant-based

sentient appropriation, allows the body’s

generative music.35 If such a composition

sensitivity to develop gradually through

is understood as a method, a practice can

touch and in time. Through habitua-

be established in which all participating

tion, the Aborigine has knowledge of the

entities are arranged in an equal constel-

plant kingdom as well as the flora owns

lation. The resulting media situation is

him. The receptive qualities of sensory

then based on respect and care and leads

activities are highly complex practices

to metastable compromise solutions.

that occur not only individually but also

Besides the electrical reactions of

collectively, resulting in valuations, ap-

plants, some artists use alternative para-

preciation, judgements.34 The process of

meters to translate the life of plants into
sounds. Christine Ödlund, for example,

33 The Serbian film Unplugged, directed by Mladen Kovacevic,
follows two leaf players from rural Eastern Serbia and an

1999), pp. 220–247 and Antoine Hennion, Those things that hold

instrument maker who try to learn the art of leaf music. Mladen

us together. Taste and Sociology. Cultural Sociology (2007), pp.

Kovacevic, Anplagd (Serbia/Finland 2013).

97–114.

34 Emilie Gomart and Antoine Hennion, A sociology of

35 The film adaptation of Secret Life of Plants (1976) shows

attachment. Music amateurs, drug users, in: Actor Netork Theory

some sequences of this performance: https://www.youtube.com/

and After, ed. John Law and John Hassard (Oxford and Malden

watch?v=OR4ZNV3hU7o, access: September 8, 2020.
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worked with the Ecological Chemistry

the insight of a structural and functio-

Research Group in Stockholm to create

nal break. Michael Marder argues, “[e]

an electroacoustic composition that is

verything can become meaningful on

played from a score entitled Stress Call
of the Stinging Nettle.36 In this installation, the chemical signals released by a
stinging nettle when attacked by a caterpillar and the way the plant communicates with its close relatives are transcribed into sounds.37 The installation
Oxygen Flute,38 created by Chris Chafe
and Greg Niemeyer, sonifies the respiration of plants and humans by measuring
CO2 in a room filled with bamboo. The
fluctuation of the CO2 within the sealed room is translated acoustically and
composed to bamboo flute music, which
promotes an increased perception of the
visitor’s own breathing. The acoustic irradiation of these hidden relationships
between the living being directs human
attention to larger concepts such as the
greenhouse effect or global warming in a
very physical and emotional way. These
artistic projects make acoustic processes
tangible that are distributed in time and
space and lie below human perception
thresholds.
The sonification and acoustic amplification of the plant kingdom thus evoke a
feeling of connectedness as well as the
fact that the mediality of the operative
network simultaneously brings with it

our terms and on our ground thanks to
certain

technological

manipulations.

What is sensed vanishing in the sensing
that occludes the meaning of the plants
themselves. [...] as soon as it has become
nothing but information, the plant has
already disappeared.”39 He explains that
a practice that involves electronic elements and thus creates a technical menagerie makes the plant world disappear.
Marder therefore pleads for alternative
ways of thinking with plants and being
with them. He refers in particular to artistic practices that vibrate with the selfexpressions of plant life.

Vibrating
In this respect, biologist Monica Gagliano also notes that “it is inaccurate and
unethical to answer the question ‘How
do plants sound?’ by transposing vegetal
processes onto musical scales.”40 Gagliano criticises that “Plants have their real
sounds and do not need humans to give
them fake sounds and say that these are
plant’s voices [...] I could hook you up onto
one these multimetres. What if I told you
that the sound obtained by translating
your electrical impedance was your voi-

36 Stress Call of the Stinging Nettle (2008), https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=R3QOg5u2AUo, access: September 12, 2020.

39 Marder Michael, Plants, Art and Writing: P. Gibson in

37 The score can be seen here in more detail: Stress Call of the

Conversation with M. Marder. The Philosopher’s Plant (2016);

Stinging Nettle, score, http://www.christineodlund.se/audio/01.

http://philosoplant.lareviewofbooks.org/?p=185, access: Sep 7,

html, access: September 9, 2020.

2020.

38 Oxygen Flute, https://chrischafe.net/oxygen-flute/, access:

40 Monica Gagliano, Bioacoustics, In: Grafts, ed. Michael Marder

September 9, 2020.

(Minnesota 2016), pp. 101–104, here 102.
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ce? It would be immediately clear that

no was one of the leading voices advoca-

this is not your voice but a mere sonifica-

ting more research in plant bioacoustics

tion of your electrical impedance – not-

to understand the ecological significance

hing to do really with your actual voice or

of sounds in plants. This practice is about

sound.”41 With this way of thinking, only

finding the ‘true nature of plants,’ which is

the tone of the plant itself is ecologically

to be presumed and disproved.

relevant. What is meant is the oscillation

However, it is not yet clear how plants

range that occurs on the plant surfaces

use ‘sound detection’ and whether sounds

manifesting the plant’s own mode of ac-

are used as signals or are just by-pro-

tion and connection with its environ-

ducts of their physiology. These sounds

ment. In short, plant bioacoustics aim to

have also been at the heart of some prac-

study the adaptation strategies of plants

tices that articulate artistic viewpoints.

that use sound. A common example is vi-

Inspired by Gagliano’s studies, Sebastian

bratory pollination, in which plants only

Frisch created, for example, the instal-

release pollen when visited by pollina-

lation Biophonic Garden, which recon-

tor bees vibrating at a certain frequency.

textualises a laboratory environment in

Plants can also respond selectively to me-

which an ensemble of maize seedlings

chanical vibrations generated by insects

is suspended in a water tank, growing to

chewing herbivores, which trigger che-

a constant sinus tone of 220 Hz. Through

mical defence reactions. Another study

headphones one can adjust to the acous-

by Monica Gagliano shows that young

tic environment of the roots, which is am-

roots of corn grow towards the source of

plified by two hydrophones.45 From the

continuous tones and respond optimally

perspective of media studies it remains

to frequencies of 200–300 Hz, which is in

to be objected that the acoustic amplifi-

the frequency range of the clicking noises

cation of the plant’s own sounds also me-

that the roots themselves emit.43 In addi-

ans a technical translation and that the

tion, Gagliano and her team have recently

acoustic media aesthetics here are de-

shown that the roots of pea seedlings are

signed via a conventional understanding

able to locate water sources by sensing

of media, according to which it faithfully

the vibrations generated by the move-

records and transmits. In this respect, this

ment of water. With her studies, Gaglia-

form of media ecology implies a privile-

42

44

ged treatment of the plant as opposed to
41 Ibid.

the technical mode of existence. Howe-

42 Heidi Appel and Reginald Cocroft, Plants respond to leaf

ver, the technical individuals involved, i.e.

vibrations caused by insect herbivore chewing. Oecologia (2014),

their own logics and indeterminacy, sig-

pp. 1–10.
43 Stefano Mancuso, Daniel Robert and Monica Gagliano,
Towards understanding plant bioacoustics. Trends in Plant Science

nificantly contribute to and constitute the
auditory media aesthetics.

17 (2012), pp. 1–3.
44 Monica Gagliano et all, Tuned in: Plant roots use sound to

45 Biophonic Garden, https://freshmania.at/portfolio/biophonic-

locate water. Oecologia (2017), pp. 1–10.

garden/, access: September 12, 2020.
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Beeping

media-ecological behaviour.

In the translation processes between the

be described as a kind of clock genera-

living and the technical, there are many

tor that works in an ensemble with two

variables that influence signal variab-

resistors and a capacitor. The changing

les, which is why, for example, the sen-

values of the measured resistances of the

sitivity of the sensor technology can be

plant charge the capacitor, whereupon

adjusted with a rotary knob. This poten-

the bipolar flip-flop of the timer triggers

tiometer can be called a modulator, in

its discharge. The higher the electrical

Gilbert Simondon’s words. The converter

conductivity of the plant, the faster the

as mediator is “neither part of the poten-

capacitor is charged or discharged. The

tial nor the actual range,”46 but includes

measured data is transduced by the tim-

a margin of indeterminacy “so that the

er as samples to the software, where it is

information nature [of the signal] can

temporarily stored in an array and trans-

persist,” i.e. the technology can update

lated into pitch, duration and velocity as

itself. The operations alone do not pro-

MIDI signals. In this way, the electrical

duce information. The machine operates

resistance of the plant determines the

the information, while the living requires

rhythm of the process of data transduc-

the information.

The 555 Timer IC is a further transducer in the device developed by us. It can

47

Therefore, such mar-

tion from the hardware to the software.

gins of indeterminacy must be program-

The data is measured 40,000 times per

med into the technical mode of existen-

second in order to achieve a translation

49

ce as a “system of decision schemes.”

as close as possible to ‘real time,’ although

They must be localised as interspaces

the heart rate can also be adjusted in the

in the technical configuration,

48

which

software. The micro-electrical fluctu-

only make the anticipation of the living

ations converted into MIDI signals are

possible. These undefined, invisible gaps

then interpreted by a synthesizer. With

determine the operative network and its

the synthesizer there is further scope

techno-social connections, and thus its

for indeterminacy, e.g. the timbre and its

50

modulation by further effects and filters.
46 Simondon, Die Existenzweise Technischer Objekte, p. 131.

The sound, which is based on plants as a

47 The term ‘information nature’ refers to the ability of infinite

signal source, is unpredictable. You nev-

variation; ibid., p. 125.

er know what is coming. With this gen-

48 Ibid., p. 126.

erative system, compositions are created

49 Ibid., p. 130.

that I could not have imagined before.

50 Questioning a description of the interface as too smooth is

Given this technical background, the

undertaken by Matthew Fuller, Media Ecologies (Cambridge, MA

phrase ‘something has play’ takes on

2005). Jonathan Stern also draws attention to the underlying

a new meaning. The play, which F. J. J.

infrastructure of the interface in Jonathan Sterne, Out with the
trash. On the future of new media, in: Residual Media, ed. Charles
R. Acland (Minneapolis 2007), pp. 16–31.

Buytendijk characterised as a back-andforth movement, processes itself in those
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undefined spaces in between.51 While the
algorithm is characterised by its specific regularity, the relation to the living

Playing

emerges in the ‘transduction functions.’52

During the installation of my setup in

It is therefore crucial to implement a

the Naturgarten Wehlen I had some is-

space of indeterminacy through which

sues with the translation processes of

new phenomena can emerge within the

signals between the plants selected and

operational network. This means that the

the technical ensemble we developed.

lively and technical interspaces are not

The system only received inadequate re-

to be understood as controlling authori-

al-time data. Through the experience of

ties, but rather as diplomatic venues for

my experimental practice with the plant

negotiation, as Stengers argues: “The dip-

sonification system over the past two

lomatic achievement means the event

months, it was clear: even an invisible

of the production of a new proposition,

cable break, an LED lamp placed upside

articulating what was a contradiction

down, a cold solder joint or even a mis-

leading to war. Such an achievement, the

sing solder connection – any tiny error

slight modification in the formulation of

could silence the entire network. In this

some obligations derived from an attach-

respect, the malfunction did not surprise

ment, does not result in any final con-

me. After all, the many different errors

vergence overcoming a previous diver-

and sources of error lurking everywhe-

gence. The articulation is always a local

re led to a deeper understanding of the

one. There is no general opening of the

technical individuals. The development

border; instead a contradiction (either/

process requires a step-by-step thinking

or) has been turned into a contrast (and,

and trial-and-error approach. The at-

and).”

Instead of the either/or, an atti-

tempt for something, i.e. to test oneself in

tude of both/and is to be adopted, which

the something, involves the risk. The risk

emphasises the structural and function-

“is the experience of selfhood against

al break as a neuralgic point. This rup-

the indeterminacy of the coming,” com-

ture, which is exploited by the space of

ments Buytendijk.54 The risk, which is

indeterminacy, calls for new metastable

shown in the if-then, can have the qua-

compromise solutions that allow mutual

lity of a relatively high probability, but

co-existence to evolve.

also the quality of a completely opaque

53

contingency, he continues. Success or
failure is thus dependent on certain con51 Frederik J.J. Buytendijk, Das menschliche Spielen. Neue
Anthropologie 4 (1973), pp. 88–122. Translation K.G.
52 Transduction occurs “as a regulative function in all machines
which have an indeterminate space of uncertainty that is located

ditions, which allow judgments to be
made about truth and falsehood. In Bruno Latour’s words, they allow scruples to

in their functional sequence.” Simondon, Die Existenzweise
Technischer Objekte, p. 131.
53 Stengers, An Ecology of Practices, p. 193.
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become phenomenal.55 The scruple (from

dijk describes this zone of indeterminacy

lat. scrūpulus: sharp little stone) symbo-

as an aimless movement that becomes

lizes the resistance of a connection. It

rhythmic and also leads to moments of

drags the agency along with it through

intensification. The play thus takes pla-

shocks, thrusts, friction and impulses or

ce in a constant process of repetition, of

passes them on within the structure and

‘doing as before,’ but at the same time it

thus blocks the way to simple solutions.

intensifies in the form of emerging varia-

The scruple thus challenges and promo-

tions, as it becomes perceptible through

tes an attitude of hesitation. The delayed

the acoustic media aesthetics.

action – the pausing – in turn points to

When my team’s hardware developer

ways of use which temporarily question

finally arrived, it turned out that one of

the circular control processes (continu-

the reasons why the device produced in-

ous, generated feedback) or lead to new

sufficient data was actually the selection

questions. Scruples do not mean the end

of plants. In my own garden, I had tested

56

of search, but rather that it is resuming.

the experimental system with thin-lea-

In this sense, scruple can also be located

ved plants such as the garland bindweed

as a zone that the media theorist Alexan-

(Ipomoea tricolor), nasturtium (Tropae-

der Galloway calls intraface: “The intrafa-

olum majus) or Jerusalem artichoke
(Helianthus tuberosus). Here in the Naturgarten, the plant actors had particularly fleshy leaves with a thick cuticle,
on which the sensory could hardly detect signals. With a little sweat between
the electric pads and the leaf surface,
data was finally recorded continuously.
The mediasphere of plants, technology
and human beings that are designated
as such can therefore be characterised
as site-specific works, i.e. they are to a
large extent media-ecological because
they have to integrate themselves into
the respective, particular and concrete
situation.58

ce is the word used to describe this imaginary dialogue between the workable
and the unworkable: the intraface, that
is, an interface internal to the interface.
The intraface is within the aesthetic. It is
not a window or doorway separating the
space that spans from there to there.”57 It
is a zone that “does not work.” Galloway
explains that this zone results because
the intraface has to balance the frame
and the centre at the same time. While
Galloway thus argues for homeostasis
through constant adjustment, Buyten55 In this relation of means-purposes, which can function as
optimally as possible, Latour develops a concept of ethical action
that is oriented towards the figure of scruple. Therefore, the ethical

58 Representative of this artistic form of expression: In her

is not to be understood as an attitude or ethical consciousness.

project Pulsu(m) Plantae (2012–2013) the Mexican artist Leslie

Bruno Latour, Existenzweisen. Eine Anthropologie Der Modernen

Garcia demonstrates the sensory qualities of plants by means

(Frankfurt/Main 2014), p. 613.

of sound and makes her software available to other artists

56 Ibid., p. 619.

on GitHub: https://github.com/Lessnullvoid/Pulsum-Plantae,
access: September 9, 2020. Similarly, Duo Scenocosme creates

57 Alexander R. Galloway, The Interface Effect (New Jersey

interactive gardens in which plants act as sensors for human

2012), p. 40, highlights in the original.

touch and create cascades of sound: http://www.scenocosme.
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Listening
The staging of the life processes and environmental conditions of plants in an
artistic-technical environment challenges human synaesthetic structures of
perception and promotes new possibilities of artistic design. Acoustic media
aesthetics can promote the cultivation
of a sensitisation towards flora. The aesthetic dimension of the respective media
situations reveals not least the living
conditions of a plant kingdom that has
come under pressure due to the changed
climatic conditions. The site-specifics of
the plant-generated sound installation in
particular make it clear that the mediaecological system cannot be understood
as an instrument. The term instrument
is directly related to instrumentalisaFig. 6: Sound installation Mutual Resonance in objekt klein a, ©
Katharina Groß.

com/index_e.htm, access: September 9, 2020. Creative chains that
combine plants, technology, music and touch can also be found
in site-specific installations by Mileece (https://planet.mu/artists/
mileece/, access: September 9, 2020) and Miya Masaoka (http://

tion and thus refers to the purpose of
achieving certain goals. In reference to
Brian Massumi, Stengers explains: “Instruments are designed in order to fulfil
a predetermined general goal, that is, a
goal defined as independently as possible of the situation. A technology of belonging, in contrast, entertains no general
vision or theory, making each case just
another case. It is a case all right, but a
case is a cause, and for each case-cause,
you have no economy of thinking, just
the experience nourishing your imagination. In other words, no ‘if ... then ...’ must
be allowed as a matter of generality,
none can be taken for granted.”59 In this
respect, plant sonification techniques

miyamasaoka.com/events/2019/i-am-a-plant-moving-image/,
access: September 9, 2020).
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Fig. 7: Sound installation Flora Self in a self-built greenhouse at CYNETART Festival, © Katharina Groß.

are not to be understood as a “technolo-

media-ecological implications. The way

gy of causes,” but can make people who

in which an idea is realised also reveals

are integrated into the media ecological

the underlying ethical approach. The

system through interactivity think and

operative network generates the mate-

feel because they belong to it.

Social

rial and structural resources that enable

“technologies of belonging,” which pro-

it to implement the respective ethos. The

duce a sense of coexistence, promote the

ethos is not directly linked to the hand-

self-efficacy of the individual, but at the

ling of plants. The respective ethos can

same time always encourage a reform-

be seen in the spaces of indeterminacy

ulation of one’s own restrictive obligati-

and the way in which these are exploited

ons. Only in this way can a proposal be

in the respective observer system or, bet-

made which leads to a compromise for a

ter, listener system. A specific narrative

particular local situation.

is conveyed through these interspaces.

60

Artistic intentions that seek to aest-

The task of the artists is to observe the

heticise, i.e. make perceptible, the con-

created mediasphere and to care how

nections between plant sounds, physio-

the narrative is conveyed, in order to

logical processes and environmental

shift parameters if necessary. Therefore,

conditions must take into account the

I describe my role in this specific media
ecology succinctly as a caring mediator.

60 Ibid., p. 190. In the seventies of the last century, Ivan Illich
described the convivial (suitable for life) structure of the tool in a
very similar way: Ivan Illich, Selbstbegrenzung. Eine politische Kritik
der Technik (Hamburg 1975), p. 32 f.

For the next exhibition I worked with indoor green plants that are transportable.
The compromise for me is to make the
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plant’s reactions to human touch comprehensible as well as to create an independent soundscape. In doing so, I avoid
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